EL Inverter - Battery Pack

COM-11222 ROHS

**DESCRIPTION**

- 20 x 34 x 90mm

---

**TUTORIALS**

**SKILLS NEEDED**

**Pokémon Go Patches with EL Panels**

**AUGUST 3, 2016**

Add a cloth stencil over EL panels to create glowing logos and designs.

---

**Customer Reviews**

4 out of 5

---

Downloaded from [Arrow.com](http://www.arrow.com).
One of the connectors broke after 30min of light use. I haven’t tried to solder it back together since the other connector still works.

As everyone notes, these emit an annoying high-frequency whine.

Pack isn’t small but it’s not hard to hide within a costume. Emits a high whine but it’s very quiet compared to models I’ve bought from other suppliers.